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M A: week 2 — WHO?  "WHO AM I…" 
Pastor Hutchins   COC  Jan. 2, 2022 

WHO AM I is the answer to Life's most defining question!  

 How many times have yourself this question?  
 

Predicament: America is awash in the 
Religion of Secularism — & the fundamental 
tenet of Secularism is the denial of the 
existence of the Supernatural —  
 1. According to Secularism — belief in God   
   is a projection of man's own thoughts &    
   desires about himself.  
 2. Secularism teaches "God did not make man  
   in His image; instead, man made God in his   
   image!"  
 3. The Beliefs of Secularism are:  
   a. The Denial of God    b. The Denial of    
     Miracles     c. That Evolution is a Fact  
   d. The Potential of Man —  
   e. The Centrality of Science — 
   f. The Stress of Relativity —  
   g. The Finality of Death —  
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I. LAST WEEK, WE LOOKED AT THE    
  "WHY" QUESTION, "WHY CAN'T I" 
 A. We spoke about the fact that Researchers   
    within the Empirical Sciences believed    
    that Knowledge is Conjectural - meaning 
    Absolute Truth can never be found? 
 B. We discussed the "From Inquiry to        
    Decision" Continuum: 
    Research     Study     Learn     Solve Problems        
      Make Decisions. 
  1. And, we discussed how this continuum,    
    for these to be done efficiently &         
    effectively, they depend upon us ASKING 
    THE RIGHT QUESTIONS?  

II. TODAY, IN LIGHT OF OUR SOCIAL   
   COLLAPSE UNDER THE WEIGHT OF  
   SECULAR DOCTRINE, CONSIDER     
   WITH ME 'LIFE'S MOST DEFINING   
   QUESTION': "WHO AM I?"  
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 A. The "answer" to "WHO am I" is our     
    identity —  
 B. It's said: Our identity is our all-inclusive   
    system of memories, experiences, feelings, 
    thoughts, relationships, & values that      
    define who each of us are — 
  1. "it's the stuff that makes up a 'self.'"  
 C. Melissa Hines, Professor of Psychology at 
    the University of Cambridge writes,      
    "Gender Identity & Sexual Orientation are  
    fundamental independent characteristics of 
    an Individual's (choice) of sexual identity!" 
 D. Since Adam & Eve failure in the garden   
    & expulsion from its Paradise, mankind   
    has been overwhelmed with the most basic  
    of needs: our Need for Identity —   
  1. Our identity reflects: who we serve,      
    whose we are, what we believe,  
    what we do, & what we value! 
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 E. Secularism teaches that mankind's identity 
    is always evolving; it's the evolution of    
     ourselves.  
 F. And yet, the Consequences of Choice     
   continue to prove that our supposed       
   evolution is not toward a "self-made"     
   Utopia in which mankind responsibly      
   creates his own perfect world —  

IV. REMEMBER PHARAOH…  
 A. Pharaoh, the Arrogant Ruler of Egypt    
    asked, "Who is God that I should listen to  
    Him & obey Him?" ——       Exod. 5:2  
 B. This is the moment that God has been      
    waiting for — 
 C. The Lord God, having already made His   
    Name known to Abraham, Isaac, &       
    Jacob, & the Children of Israel, God is    
    now going to make His Name known      
    among all the nations — 
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  1. He's going to do this through wicked     
    Pharaoh —  
  2. Pharaoh, the most powerful potentate    
    among the nations of earth — 
  3. After twenty-six (26) generations of       
    mankind, God recognizes the heart       
    (character) of man extremely well — 
  4. I see something here — God uses         
    Pharaoh's stubborn pride, his own      
    megalomania & avarice, & his own      
    unbreakable assertion that he, Pharaoh  
    was in charge of his world —  
  5. God took Pharaoh's hardhearted        
    CHOICES & the subsequent DECISIONS   
    that resulted from those choices to utterly  
    shatter Pharaoh & his kingdom into     
    pieces — 

V. AMONG THE RIGHTEOUS THERE IS  
   SAMSON ——  
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 A. Samson was the most Distinguished of the 
    Hebrew Judges — 
  1. Heb. 11 lists Samson in the Hall of Faith! 
 B. Though he would never lead an Army,    
    nor would he sit upon a Throne, nor     
    would he be a Prime Minister to any     
    earthly potentate — Samson was         
    unmatched in his love & fervent devotion  
    to his country — 
 C. The mystic touches & shadowy grandeur 
    of Rembrandt, Guido, Martin, & Milton,   
    have all expressed the life of heroic       
    Samson in their immortal works ——  
 D. A man upon whom the Spirit of God       
    moved to give him herculean Strength to  
    do God's will & His special purpose ——  
 E. We have a few time-worn fragments out   
    of which we can discern Samson's        
    character & get a glimpse of his 'inner    
    man' —— 
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 F. Samson's character is indeed dark &     
   almost inexplicable ——  
 G. There is not one Judge in Israel whom    
    God used to do more, & yet, there is not   
    a Judge in Israel's history that is more   
    flawed with faults & failures ——  
 H. Samson's life is evidence of what a man    
    can dare & do under the Mighty Influence  
    of the Spirit of God —  
  1. His Strength was not his own, it was      
    "hung in his hair" - in the 7 mysterious   
    locks on his head —— 
  2. Samson's hair became a type of his       
    sacramental character: an outward sign  
    of an invisible gift ——  
  3. Samson serves as a perennial figure of    
    hope for each of us — for he shows us    
    how God loves to use ordinary people to  
    do extraordinary things ——  
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   a. People who might appear inadequate for  
     the assignment, nevertheless, God       
     chooses them to effect great victories —  
    i. a small pebble in David's hand to bring  
      down a giant —— 
    ii. an ox-goad in Shamgar's hand to bring  
      a national awakening & deliverance  
    iii. a rough-hewn stone from mountains to  
       depose Nebuchadnezzar's Colossus! 
  4. God has always used imperfect people to  
    bring about His Kingdom Plan —   
 I. It is easier to discern the grander parts of    
   Samson's character, but it was his         
   weaknesses that brought this Strong Man   
   low —  
  1. It was through those temptations that were 
    cast down before him, that Samson's      
    future glories were sacrificed on the      
    altar of:  "Why Can't I" … because he    
    failed to remember "Whose Am I"  
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 J. Regardless of his Courage, his Passion, his 
   Patriotic Loyalties & love of country, his  
   holy call, or his previous victories  —  
  1. Samson strength was weakened & his     
    character's constitution was slain by his  
    desires & lusts ——  
 K. Samson — now shackled in a prison      
   house, a fallen hero deprived of his sight,   
   blind & shorn of his noble locks, grinding  
   at the mill as a slave, the scoff of his       
   enemies — (the enemies of God) —  
  1. Samson is a portrait of a spiritual person  
    who yields their bodies to the lusts that    
    wars within them —  
  2. And if ever our "Why Can't I" allows our  
    desires to rule, they will enslave us until  
    they prevail over us —  

VI. THE SADDEST COMMENTARY OF   
   ALL IS BEING, "REMEMBERED FOR     
   WHAT YOU MIGHT HAVE BEEN!"  
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 A. Potential without "Godly Character" is    
    False Hope —  
  1. "Hope deferred makes the heart sick"    
                            Prov. 13:12 
 B. Although Samson was dedicated to God    
   from birth as a Nazarite —  
  1. although he was known for his feats of    
    strength —  
  2. although he was beginning to free Israel  
    from Philistine oppression —  
  3. His Weaknesses (seemingly trivial)      
    became the assassins of his purpose — 
   a. He would make vows he didn't keep — 
   b. He violated God's laws indiscriminately  
   c. Samson was controlled by sensuality  
   d. Samson confided in the wrong people  
   e. Samson used his gifts [abilities] unwisely  
 C. So, following the "From Inquiry to        
   Decision" Continuum Research     Study 
      Learn     Solve Problems     Make Decisions 
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  1. We learn these Immutable Truths:  
   a. Great strength in one area of life does    
     not make up for a great weakness in     
     other areas. 
   b. God's Presence does not overwhelm a   
     person's will —  
   c. God can redeem our time & use our faith 
     despite our past mistakes —  
 D. How many of you want to Consecrate     
    your life to the Leadership of Jesus      
    Christ today?  
  1. You are ready to make Him your Lord of  
    Life & Lord of all? —  

CONCLUSION:  
VI. WHY WE ARE FOCUSED ON         
   CHARACTER NOW? 
 A. Because it is your 'Character' that guides   
    you in making the right choice & the right  
    choice will lead you to right outcomes —  
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 B. 'Character' empowers you to see — your   
    spiritual eyesight emboldens your        
    spiritual fortitude so as to construct      
    spiritual convictions within, which then   
    cause you to be able to stand against the  
    wiles of the devil, his rulers of darkness & 
    their plundering armies of hell that are    
    presently storming the hearts & minds of  
    people everywhere — 
 B. Simultaneously, we are fighting the spirits  
   of this age that have unleashed a Decagon  
    of Cultural Storms & Unparalleled Force:  
  1. The Storm of Socialism — 
  2. The Storm of Globalism —  
  3. The Strom of Pandemic —  
  4. The Storm of Economic Crisis — 
  5. The Storm of the Great Falling Away — 
  6. The Storm of the End Times People — 
  7. The Storm of Cancel Culture — 
  8. The Storm of Spiritual Famine —  
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  9. The Storm of Jerusalem — 
  10. The Force of The Triumphant Church 
 C. In this shaking atmosphere, it is easy to   
    get caught focusing on externals & ignore 
    the inner man — [internals].  
 D. Too often, we spend a great deal of time    
    training UP our abilities, but it is our     
    hearts that must be attuned to "what thus  
    saith the Lord!"   
 E. Character flows from within & is defined  
    as “moral excellence & firmness.”  
 F. God wants to develop in us godly inner    
   qualities as well as outward behaviors. 
 G. God has always intended for His people to  
    be people of character ——  
  1. He calls us to: Fruitful Living  
  2. He calls us to: Authentic Love in Action 
  3. He calls us to: Purity of Life 
  4. He calls us to: Integrity in Living 
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  5. He calls us to: Character Development   
    in Suffering 
 H. The Challenge for many believers today is  
    that their capacities & abilities have been   
    extensively trained, while their Character  
    has been left to presumption!  
     
 

———  Additional Resources ——— 
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